There were big changes in 2020 in the world of restructuring and insolvency legislation with the introduction of two new restructuring tools: the Moratorium and the Restructuring Plan, as well as the

In July 2021, the Tánaiste received Cabinet approval to commence work on draft legislation which, if enacted, will see paid statutory sick leave introduced in Ireland for the first time. By way of

Yet, the Soviets ran huge losses as they gave weapons as tools of power projection, losing billions of dollars in the process, and contributing to Soviet insolvency. In 1991, after the Libyan

The government is reviewing its contracts with the firm and has requested that its Insolvency Service investigates whether although it is well known that other European countries – particularly

London: P&O Ferries is facing a criminal and civil probe into its abrupt

pushing his European counterparts to agree

Munich prosecutors confirmed Monday that the company’s accounts were impounded, though the measure will have no immediate effect because FinFischer is undergoing insolvency proceedings eavesdrop

2041: According to the trustees of the Social Security program, the date of Social Security’s official insolvency comes in 2041, more than a decade sooner than CBO’s estimate and a year earlier

Pepper would be paid less than 1 per cent of its debt under his proposed insolvency arrangement. Mr Bourke, a well-known figure on Dublin’s nightlife scene, has operated popular bars and

P&O Ferries is facing a criminal and civil probe into its abrupt

narrowly averted insolvency in March by meeting a key monthly payment deadline, but concerns are mounting over whether it can remain afloat next month, industry sources told Reuters. Its collapse

gazprom marketing avoided insolvency in march but pressure
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